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Description:
Live programs and sports events attract far greater viewership. Broadcast switchers are an essential part to seamlessly bring these shows to the viewers. This has resulted in steep growth curve, the broadcast switcher market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 9.2 in the forecasted period on 2015-2021. This reports estimates the that the broadband switcher market will reach USD 2.10 billion.

Broadcast switchers allow a broadcaster make a choice of a signal from multiple alternatives and then telecast it. It also helps the broadcaster merge the signals and add special effects to them. Broadband switchers are becoming increasing sophisticated to meet the demands of the industry. The industry indicates the latest trends of Ultra-High-Definition (UHD), multi-platform content delivery, cloud computing and video transport over IP networks. Customized products are the need of the day.

The competition amongst the broadcast switcher manufactures is intense and it helps the market to stay technologically advanced. The market players include large corporations like Sony and Panasonic nd also mid sized and smaller companies who offer dedicated specialized services. It has been seeing consolidation by way of mergers and buy mergers and acquisitions.
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